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1 Introduction

Strategic communication efforts by individual central bankers represent powerful tools to shape market ex-

pectations in the run-up to monetary policy meetings. Although clear and transparent communication enhances

the predictability and transmission of monetary policy (Blinder et al., 2008; Ehrmann and Fratzscher, 2013),

members of decision-making bodies can also exploit public appearances to push markets into their individually

desired policy directions. Such “communications arms races” reduce overall welfare because they limit policy

flexibility and lower the quality of deliberations (Vissing-Jorgensen, 2020). Cacophonic communication in the

run-up to policy meetings may also result in larger macroeconomic forecast errors in academic and private

sector projections (Lustenberger and Rossi, 2020). To preempt these adverse effects, central banks observe

so-called “quiet periods” during the days preceding monetary policy meetings.1 In the quiet period, also known

as “blackout” or “Purdah” period, monetary policy-makers commit to not make any market-sensitive public

statements (Ehrmann and Fratzscher, 2009).

Yet, the impact of quiet periods may be ambiguous. Precisely because they reduce the overall amount of

relevant public interventions shortly before policy meetings, quiet periods can turn individual non-compliant

statements into particularly influential means of communication. This very nature of quiet periods as double-

edged swords raises a list of questions. How often do breaches of quiet period rules occur? Does the frequency

of breaches change over time? Do violations of quiet period rules impact financial markets? Do they foreshadow

policy changes and/or dissent among policy-makers? And: what motivates policy-makers to issue non-compliant

statements in the first place? So far, empirical evidence on these questions has proven elusive for at least three

reasons. First, breaches of quiet period rules are usually not publicly announced by the monetary authority.

Hence, there is no readily available data base of statements which are non-compliant according to the central

bank’s own definition. Second, ex post efforts to classify public statements into breaches and compliant com-

munication are arguably subject to personal perceptions and biases. Third, selection concerns make it hard to

uncover robust correlations in the data: monetary policy-makers endogenously select into speaking and media

coverage of individual statements may also be unequally distributed.

Our paper exploits confidential, central bank-internal data to address these challenges. Using global public

news outlets, the European Central Bank’s (ECB) Directorate General Communications compiles summaries

of all publicly reported statements by members of the ECB Governing Council to monitor their compliance

with quiet period rules. These summaries document who talked, about what and when during the seven days

prior to every monetary policy meeting. They explicitly distinguish between quiet period breaches (so called

“statements about the future monetary policy stance and economic developments”) and other non-market

sensitive statements. We encode these data for all ECB monetary policy meetings between October 2008 and

December 2021. We complement the resulting statement-level data set with meta information on individual

1Major central banks usually discuss their quiet period rules on their websites, e.g. Bank of England (2019), European Central
Bank (2019), and the U.S. Federal Reserve’s Federal Open Market Committee (2017).
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statements and Governing Council members’ characteristics. Thanks to our unique data source, we do not

have to take a subjective stance on whether a particular statement by an ECB Governing Council member

represents a breach of blackout rules or not. Instead, we can directly build our analysis on the responsible ECB

directorate’s latent definition of quiet period violations.

We exploit this new data set of quiet period communication in the euro area to furnish the following

contributions. First, we marshal descriptive evidence on the evolution of quiet period breaches between 2008

and 2021. Breaches in the euro area occur regularly. On average, every quiet period since 2008 featured

at least one non-compliant statement: 134 breaches occurred during 131 quiet periods. Overall, 14% of the

recorded attributable statements issued during the seven days prior to policy meetings represent violations of

quiet period rules (134 out of 991 statements). The frequency of non-compliant statements varies over time

and, more enticingly, quiet period discipline is clearly heterogeneous across ECB Governing Council members.

Second, we document that markets perceive quiet period breaches in the euro area as relevant monetary

policy news. Similar to Istrefi et al. (2022), we compare high-frequency market reactions around quiet period

breaches to market movements around Placebo events. Breaches trigger substantial changes in risk-free interest

rates. Using the results in Istrefi et al. (2022) as our benchmark, we show that the median reaction to quiet

period breaches is up to twice as large as the median market reaction to speeches in inter-meeting periods. Non-

compliant statements trigger market reactions that amount to 50–80% the size of the average market reaction

to the release of the ECB’s actual policy decisions, as measured by Altavilla et al. (2019). We also show that

the market reactions to breaches are exclusively driven by ECB Governing Council members from large euro

member countries and the ECB executive board. In addition, the financial market impact of breaches is most

pronounced at the short end of the yield curve. This suggests that individual quiet period breaches are more

informative about the timing of monetary policy decisions than about the “in-principle” stance of monetary

policy going forward. Despite these noteworthy market responses, we find no evidence indicating that the

number of quiet period breaches occurring before Governing Council meetings is predictive of policy changes;

nor does the number of non-compliant statements significantly correlate with a measure of dissent characterizing

the ECB’s policy decisions, as compiled by Tillmann (2021).

Third, we explore possible drivers explaining the heterogeneity in breaching behavior across ECB Governing

Council members. We purge the variation in quiet period breaches from member-level and time-specific idiosyn-

cratic effects to identify an economically interpretable “breach reaction function”. In particular, we find that

two covariates relevant for the ECB’s price stability mandate are systematically and positively correlated with

non-compliance during the quiet period: the absolute inflation deviation of individual policy-makers’ constituen-

cies from the euro area target and the spread between long-term interest rates in policy-makers’ constituencies

relative to those prevailing in Germany.2 Furthermore, we show that statements at the beginning of the quiet

period are more likely to constitute breaches than those issued just before the policy meeting. As may be

2In our baseline specification, statements by ECB executive board members are matched with (weighted) average data for the
euro area as a whole. In the robustness checks, we draw on country of origin data for ECB executive board members.
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expected, pre-meditated, written speeches are also less likely to constitute non-compliant communication than

more ad-hoc statements (e.g. live interviews and press conferences). Crucially, our statement-level data allow us

to gauge the potential effect of selection bias on our coefficient estimates. Statement-level regressions evaluate

the drivers of breaches conditional on making (i.e. selecting into) a statement. We directly compare coefficient

estimates from statement-level regressions to unconditional member-level panel regression results which cover

all ECB Governing Council members, including those who do not speak during a given quiet period. We find

that our results are robust across both specifications.

Finally, we exploit exogenous variation in ECB Governing Council members’ voting rights to analyze whether

non-voting members engage in strategic communication efforts to lock-in their voting peers during monetary

policy quiet periods. Since 1 January 2015, ECB Governing Council members rotate voting rights according to

a schedule first laid out in 2014. For all monetary policy meetings ever since, the first schedule pre-determined

which national central bank governors are allowed to vote.3 We estimate a causal treatment effect of the (absence

of the) right to vote on quiet period breaches that is not statistically different from zero. Thus, non-voting

members do not engage in strategic communication efforts to lock-in their voting peers during monetary policy

quiet periods. Extending our analysis of rotational voting to members’ overall communication efforts during

quiet periods (i.e. the sum of breaches and non-breaches), we show that non-voting status causes the intensive

margin of total statements to fall relative to members bearing voting rights. Since quiet period communication

events may be media demand- rather than supply-driven, we also check for the robustness of these results by

drawing on all relevant media meetings and speeches from national central bank governors’ published calendars.

We find no indication that (not) having the right to vote influences media demand for statements.

Our findings contribute to several literatures. First, drawing on data consistently recorded and classified

by specialized central bank staff, our study constitutes an empirical primer analyzing monetary policy-makers’

public statements during the ECB’s quiet period. Our coverage and data go significantly beyond an older study

by De Haan and Jansen (2006) who collect statements exclusively from the Bloomberg newswire archives for

the early period between 1998 and 2002, when the ECB’s official quiet period rules were still in their infancy.

Second, our paper complements recent evidence on the impact of central bank communication in the euro area

(Gertler and Horvath, 2018; Bennani et al., 2020; Istrefi et al., 2022) by disentangling the effects of non-compliant

statements during the quiet period from those of overall inter-meeting communication efforts. Our results also

connect to earlier work by Ehrmann and Fratzscher (2009) on the Federal Reserve’s FOMC. We confirm their

findings in the euro area context: on average, statements issued in close proximity to the ECB’s monetary

policy meetings trigger substantially larger financial market reactions than communication efforts outside the

quiet period window. Third, our results are related to the growing evidence on monetary policy home bias in

the euro area (Badinger and Nitsch, 2012, 2014).4 In particular, we build on recent work identifying national

biases in central bank communication (Bennani and Neuenkirch, 2017; Moschella and Diodati, 2020). We

3This rotational voting scheme does not apply to ECB Executive Board members who always bear the right to vote.
4See Holmström (1999) for a seminal article on the related literature on career concerns and Hansen et al. (2017) for an

application to the context of monetary policy-making.
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show that non-compliant behavior during the quiet period systematically correlates with divergences between

policy-makers’ constituencies and euro area targets or benchmarks relevant for the ECB’s monetary policy.

Fourth, we contribute to a still small literature studying the effects of rotational voting on monetary policy

committees (Belke and von Schnurbein, 2012; Bosman et al., 2013; Ehrmann et al., 2022).5 Bennani and

Neuenkirch (2017) first raised the question whether the introduction of rotational voting led to an increased

use of ECB communication to voice disagreement and exert influence on the decision-making process. Quiet

period breaches could represent a perfect tool to compensate for the loss of formal influence. We find that this

“compensation hypothesis” is not borne out in the data. Our paper thus echoes similar findings by Ehrmann

et al. (2022) who show that rotational voting on the FOMC did not lead committee members to substitute more

communication efforts for the periodical absence of voting rights. Yet, our study also differs from Ehrmann

et al. (2022) in two dimensions. On the one hand, we focus on the impact on communication efforts during

monetary policy quiet periods, when market-sensitive statements are prohibited, but also particularly powerful.

On the other hand, the Federal Reserve’s FOMC and the ECB Governing Council constitute different types of

decision-making committees (Ehrmann and Fratzscher, 2007). In contrast to the FOMC, the ECB Governing

Council is commonly known for its aspiration to seek consensus-based decisions. Accordingly, the euro area

decision-making body is traditionally seen to communicate in a rather collegial manner. Recent work suggests,

however, that consensual decision-making became less frequent during Mario Draghi’s presidency (Claeys and

Linta, 2019; Tillmann and Walter, 2019; Bernoth and Dany-Knedlik, 2020; Tillmann, 2021). Our assessment of

the effect of voting right rotation on quiet period discipline therefore provides an empirical test of the narrative

of the ECB Governing Council as a collegial decision-making body for the period since 2015.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly explain the institutional context

of our study and we describe our data sources. We also discuss descriptive graphical evidence on policymakers’

communication efforts during the quiet period. Section 3 provides our estimates for the financial market impact

of quiet period breaches. In addition, Section 3 analyzes the predictive power of breaches for policy changes and

dissent. Section 4 explores the drivers of non-compliance during the quiet period. It also covers the effects of

the ECB’s rotational voting scheme on quiet period communication. Section 5 concludes. An online appendix

complements the paper.6

5Monetary policy committees tend to outperform individual decision-makers for a variety of reasons (Waller, 2000; Blinder
and Morgan, 2005; Gerling et al., 2005; Goodfriend, 2005; Lombardelli et al., 2005; Gerlach-Kristen, 2006; Blinder, 2007), but
the marginal benefits of getting additional members on board is likely decreasing in committee size (Sibert, 2006; Hansen et al.,
2014; Riboni and Ruge-Murcia, 2017; Rieder, 2022). Larger monetary policy committees are particularly prone to free-riding or
“shirking” behavior, increasing the propensity of some individuals to rely on and hide behind the other members’ performance.
Rotational voting schemes constitute an attempt to mitigate this trade-off and to combine the best of two worlds.

6The online appendix is attached to this submission at the end of the main paper.
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2 Background and descriptive evidence

2.1 Details on the ECB’s quiet period

The ECB’s quiet period was first introduced in 2001 by President Wim Duisenberg and extends over the

seven days prior to monetary policy meetings. As ECB policy decisions are typically communicated on a

Thursday, the quiet period usually starts on the Thursday of the preceding week. The ECB’s quiet period

rules prohibit statements explicitly referring to the future stance of monetary policy. In addition, the rules also

disallow comments on the economic outlook more generally (e.g. developments in inflation, economic growth,

labor markets, fiscal and structural reforms or exchange rates).

The systematic monitoring of Governing Council members’ compliance with quiet period rules started during

the presidency of Jean-Claude Trichet (Powell, 2013). Ever since October 2008, the ECB’s Directorate Gen-

eral Communications screens global news outlets to compile consistently formatted summary reports of public

statements by Governing Council members in the quiet period.7 These summaries distinguish three categories

of statements: i) statements referring explicitly to the future monetary policy stance and economic develop-

ments; ii) statements explicitly declining to comment on such matters; iii) statements not referring explicitly to

policy-relevant topics. The summaries are circulated to all Governing Council members and their core monetary

policy staff on the day before the policy meeting. Hence, all Council members are able to observe their peers’

compliance with the quiet period. Members who disobeyed the quiet period rules by making statements falling

into the first category may be informally admonished prior to or during the ECB Governing Council meeting by

their peers and may suffer from reputational consequences. Yet, to date, no formal sanctions for non-compliance

are in place.

2.2 New data

We exploit the proprietary summaries compiled by the ECB’s Directorate General Communications to

collect the information on Governing Council members’ public statements in the run-up to all monetary policy

meetings between October 2008 to December 2021. We adopt and transcribe the Communications Directorate’s

classification of these statements into the above-mentioned three categories (breaches, statements declining to

comment, and statements on unrelated topics) to obtain a pooled cross-sectional data set at the statement-level.

The underlying data are systematically sourced from a broad range of public news outlets8, likely capturing

close to all relevant statements during each quiet period. Given that the statements are centrally and routinely

compiled by ECB staff, one can reasonably assume that the series’ coverage is also internally consistent over

time. By adopting the ECB’s very own classification of statements into breaches and non-breaches, we perfectly

7The summary reports are available for some time before October 2008, but their format and the classification criteria for public
statements changed several times in this early period.

8Monitored news outlets include Reuters News, Bloomberg, Market News International and Dow Jones Newswires.
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capture the ECB’s internal notion of a violation of quiet period rules. As a corollary, the statement categories in

our data are free from potential subjective biases which would otherwise make it difficult for external researchers

to reproduce the ECB’s latent definition of a quiet period breach. For the 131 monetary policy quiet periods

between October 2008 and December 2021, we observe 991 public statements from 68 distinct members of the

Governing Council. Out of these 991 statements, the ECB classifies 134 as explicit breaches of the quiet period,

i.e. as statements about the future monetary policy stance or economic developments.

2.3 Descriptive evidence

Figure 1 describes broad trends in quiet period communication by ECB Governing Council members. The

overall amount of public statements (Panel A) follows a clear downward trend for several years after peaking

in the aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in 2008/2009. Since 2015, the frequency of total commu-

nication events during the quiet period has remained fairly stable. For the frequency of quiet period breaches

(Panel B), we also observe an initial decline in the wake of the GFC and, in particular, during the culmination

of the European sovereign debt crisis. In contrast to overall communication, however, the incidence of quiet

period breaches has rebounded since 2014. This suggests that earlier increases in quiet period discipline among

Governing Council members have stalled in the course of recent years.

(Figure 1 here)

In addition to the considerable time variation in quiet period discipline, Figure 2 documents a pronounced

degree of heterogeneity in quiet period communication across individual members of the ECB Governing Council.

For each member, we compute the average number of communication efforts across all meetings in which the

member participated. We summarise the resulting member-specific averages in histograms (see Figure 2). While

some members strictly adhere to quiet period rules, others seem to communicate during (and even breach) the

quiet period on a regular basis. In the following sections, we both exploit and explain this variation in breaching

behavior over time and across Governing Council members.

(Figure 2 here)

3 Informational relevance of quiet period breaches

Quiet period breaches may exert a negative influence on the quality of the monetary policy decision-making

process if they shape public expectations about upcoming – but still outstanding – monetary policy decisions.

If this were the case, cacophonic communication efforts by individual policy makers could increase private

macroeconomic forecast errors (Lustenberger and Rossi, 2020) or weaken market responses to the future policy
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decisions (Tillmann, 2021). Breaches might also lock in the decision-making committee on a specific policy path

before the deliberation phase can be duly concluded (Vissing-Jorgensen, 2020).

To test whether quiet period breaches are perceived as credible and relevant monetary policy news, we

examine financial market reactions to non-compliant statements. Earlier evidence for the United States suggests

that financial markets are particularly sensitive to policy makers’ comments shortly before policy decisions

(Ehrmann and Fratzscher, 2009). In addition, for the euro area, Gertler and Horvath (2018) and Istrefi et al.

(2022) document that communication between policy meetings by some, albeit not all, policy-makers can indeed

move markets. We revisit and extend this evidence with a particular focus on quiet period breaches in the euro

area. Drawing on Reuters, Bloomberg and MNI newswires, we identify the exact time stamp for each statement

in our data set of quiet period breaches. Similar in spirit to Istrefi et al. (2022), we then gauge the market

relevance of quiet period breaches by comparing interest rate changes over a high-frequency event window around

actual breaches to market reactions around randomly sampled Placebo events. The use of high-frequency data

allows us to cleanly separate market reactions to quiet period breaches from other, potentially confounding

events occurring on the same day.

In many cases, the time stamps of breaches in our data correspond to full news articles rather than breaking

news headlines. This is because the summaries compiled by the ECB’s Directorate General Communications

mainly feature full articles, presumably to back up the classification of statements into compliant and non-

compliant communication events. Hence, we have to account for a certain lag between the timing of the actual

communication event and the article release on one of the above-mentioned news platforms to allow for the

dissemination of news through other channels (such as breaking news headlines) in the meantime. We therefore

define an asymmetric 90-minute event window (as in Istrefi et al., 2022) that starts 60 minutes before a given

article’s time stamp and ends 30 minutes after its release. We calculate the absolute basis point change, |∆yi|,

for short- to medium-term Overnight Index Swap (OIS) rates (with maturities of 1 month, 3 months, 6 months,

1 year, and 2 years)9 for the event window as the change between the median quote during the first 10 minutes

and the median quote during the last 10 minutes of the event window. Thus, for event i and associated time

stamp t, we compute |∆yi| as follows:

|∆yi|= |med{yt+k)}30k=21 −med{yt−k)}60k=51| (1)

For our Placebo events, we randomly sample 5,000 date-time combinations from trading days which do not

feature non-compliant statements, but fall into the ECB’s quiet periods between October 2008 and December

2021. Placebo time stamps are sampled from time stamps of actual breaches that occurred during trading

hours. Our Placebo interest rate changes are defined as in Equation 1. To compare actual breaches to Placebo

events, we pool the computed high-frequency market reactions for both types of events and we estimate the

9OIS rates are obtained from the Thomson Reuters Tick History data base, which we purge from misquotes and discretize to
minute-frequency before computing event window changes.
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linear regression model defined in Equation 2, separately for each maturity. In Equation 2, Bi is a dummy

variable that takes a value of 1 for actual breaches and 0 for Placebo events. Table A1 in the online appendix

presents the corresponding summary statistics.

|∆yi|= α+ δBi + ϵi (2)

Coefficient estimates for the model in equation 2 are displayed in columns 1–5 of Table 1. In columns

6–10, we further distinguish between two types of actual breaches. The first type of breaches originates from

Governing Council members belonging to the first group of the ECB’s rotational voting schedule (Germany,

France, Italy, Netherlands, and Spain, i.e. the largest euro area economies) and from members of the ECB

executive board. The second type of breaches stems from the remaining members of the Governing Council,

i.e. representatives of smaller euro area countries belonging to the second rotational voting group.

(Table 1 here)

We draw three main conclusions from the results shown in Table 1. First, across all specifications and

taking Placebo events as the benchmark, absolute movements in interest rates around quiet period breaches

are unusually large. Second, the estimated effects are most pronounced at the short end of the yield curve,

both in terms of economic size and statistical significance (c.f. columns 1–2 and 6–9 in Table 1). Third, the

financial market impact of non-compliant statements is entirely driven by breaches issued by governors from

large countries and the members of the ECB executive board. Compared to Placebo event changes, the average

absolute change in 1 month or 3 months OIS rates more than doubles for breaches from the group of large

countries and ECB executive board members.

The economic size of our estimated effects is meaningful in the context of existing research on the financial

market impact of central bank communication. To put our coefficient estimates into perspective, Table A2 in

the online appendix compares the size of interest rate changes around breaches issued by members of the large

country/ECB executive board group to two additional benchmarks. First, we consider average market reactions

to the release of the ECB’s actual policy decisions, taken from the Euro Area Monetary Policy Event-Study

Database (EA-MPD) maintained by Altavilla et al. (2019). The magnitude of average market reactions to

quiet period breaches amounts to between 50 and 80 percent of the average absolute reaction to the ECB’s own

press release statements. Second, Istrefi et al. (2022) report median market reactions to a comprehensive set

of speeches by various groups of ECB policy-makers over the last two decades. The commmunication events

used in Istrefi et al. (2022) occur throughout the entire inter-meeting period, i.e. predominantly outside quiet

periods. For the short end of the yield curve, median reactions to quiet period breaches are up to twice as large

as the market reactions to speeches reported by Istrefi et al. (2022).

To sum up, quiet period breaches lead to sizable market reactions. The financial market impact of breaches
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is larger than for statements further away from monetary policy decisions and it mainly reflects reactions to non-

compliant statements by particularly “important” members of the Governing Council. Moreover, we show that

market reactions to breaches mainly concentrate on the short end of the yield curve, i.e. maturities covering the

upcoming and just very few additional policy meetings. This finding is interesting, because it hints at the way

in which quiet period breaches may be able to steer market expectations. Based on our evidence, we conjecture

that breaches are perceived as informative about the precise timing of policy changes (i.e. whether a rate hike

will be decided at the upcoming policy meeting or the meeting thereafter), rather than the “in-principle” stance

of monetary policy going forward.

Apart from identifying the impact of quiet period breaches on high-frequency financial variables, we also

explore the predictive power of aggregate communication behavior during a given quiet period for meeting-level

outcomes.10 Ex ante, the effects of statements during the quiet period is not clear-cut. Communication efforts

during quiet periods might or might not foreshadow policy changes. On the one hand, defending the status

quo may require less public interventions due to the underlying tendency towards decision-making inertia in

committee settings (Riboni and Ruge-Murcia, 2008, 2017). On the other hand, the absence of policy changes

may itself constitute the result of a hard-fought “communications arms race” (Vissing-Jorgensen, 2020). In-

deed, recent research suggests that the use of unconventional monetary policy tools increasingly pits groups

of ECB Governing Council members against each other (Claeys and Linta, 2019; Tillmann and Walter, 2019;

Bernoth and Dany-Knedlik, 2020; Tillmann, 2021). These internal conflicts may shape ex post consequential

and inconsequential meetings alike.

Table A4 in the online appendix displays estimates for several linear probability models.11 In column 1,

we check whether a number of different types of public statements during the quiet period correlates with

policy changes at the corresponding monetary policy meeting. The counts of non-compliant statements in the

current (t) and the preceding (t − 1) quiet period wield no predictive power for policy changes at the current

policy meeting. However, the number of statements declining to comment on sensitive issues during the quiet

period is positively associated with policy changes. Furthermore, quiet periods preceding policy changes saw

fewer statements on non-sensitive topics (i.e. communication unrelated to future monetary policy and economic

developments).12 In columns 2–3 of Table A4, we draw on the binary measure for dissent at ECB policy

meetings compiled by Tillmann (2021) as our outcome variable.13 Only the number of statements declining to

comment is positively correlated with dissent – and remains so even after we control for a dummy indicating

meetings with policy changes (see column 3).

Overall, some specific categories of communication efforts during the quiet period seem to contain relevant

information about the probability of policy changes and the consensual nature of pending policy decisions. Since

10Relevant summary statistics are summarized in Table A3.
11All results in Table A4 are robust to using a Probit model instead of the linear probability framework (see Table A5).
12The estimation sample only contains four policy meetings that resulted in monetary tightenings. Our findings continue to hold

if we focus on changes that represented policy easings.
13To be able to cover all policy meetings until the end of 2021, we extend the series of dissent provided by Tillmann (2021).
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we do not pin down causal relationships, the correlations we show in Table A4 should be treated with caution.

Nonetheless, we find it enticing that policy-makers’ actual words (i.e. breaches) appear to matter much less in

this context than their refusal to speak (i.e. statements declining to comment on sensitive topics).

4 Drivers of quiet period breaches

4.1 Economic and strategic motives

Why do ECB Governing Council members breach quiet period rules? A substantial part of the variation in

quiet period discipline across committee members may be driven by idiosyncratic member-level characteristics.

In addition, differential time trends could drive the observed cross-sectional heterogeneity in Figure 2 as ECB

Governing Council members serve for terms that are not synchronized across constituencies. In this paper,

our main interest lies in identifying an economically interpretable “breach reaction function” that captures

systematic relationships between variables relevant from the perspective of the ECB’s price stability mandate and

members’ quiet period discipline. For this purpose, we purge the variation in breaching behavior from member-

level idiosyncratic and time-specific trends by relying on member and year fixed effects. To measure relative

macroeconomic conditions in each member state, we supplement our statement-level data with information

from the ECB Statistical Data Warehouse to obtain monthly data on inflation, long-term interest rates and

unemployment. Furthermore, we extract the volatility of the main national stock market index for each member

country using Thomson Reuters Eikon. We apply the following linear probability framework to our pooled cross-

sectional data of 991 recorded statements during monetary policy quiet periods:

(3)Bi,m,t = Mm + yt + Γ′Em,t +∆′Qt + Λ′Si,t + ui,m,t

In Equation 3, Bi,m,t is a binary variable indicating that statement i issued by member m in quiet period

t constitutes a breach of quiet period rules. Mm and yt stand for member and year fixed effects. Vector Em,t

captures the following time-varying economic characteristics of members’ constituencies: the absolute inflation

deviation from the euro area inflation target14, the long-term interest rate spread relative to Germany, the

absolute unemployment deviation from the euro area NAIRU15 and the deviation of the current volatility of

the national stock market index from the 12-month euro area moving average. Vector Qt includes three count

variables (number of breaches during the previous quiet period, number of statements declining to comment and

number of statements on unrelated topics) and a dummy (indicating one of the quarterly projection releases at

the upcoming Governing Council meeting16), all specific to quiet period t. Finally, Si,t is a vector containing

14For simplicity, we assume a euro area inflation target of 2% for the entire period. The results reported in this section remain
qualitatively unchanged if we adjust the target to lower values slightly more reflective of the formulation “below, but close to 2%”
which preceded the last ECB Strategy Review (Paloviita et al., 2021).

15We obtain estimates for the euro area NAIRU from the statistical appendix to the official Eurosystem macroeconomic projec-
tions.

16We experimented with alternative separate specifications, but we did not find any differential trends for Eurosystem’s BMPE
and the ECB’s MPE projection releases.
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the following three statement-level covariates: a binary variable indicating statements targeted at members’

domestic audiences, a dummy flagging statements representing pre-meditated, written speeches, and a variable

counting the number of days between statement i and the date of the ECB press conference. Table A6 contains

the summary statistics for our statement-level analysis.

(Table 2 here)

Table 2 summarizes the regression results. We find that the long-term interest rate spread, and, even more so,

the absolute inflation deviation from the euro area target represent relevant predictors of quiet period breaches

at the statement-level. The unconditional probability that a given statement constitutes a quiet period breach

amounts to 13.5% (see Table A6). Hence, the marginal effects of a standard deviation increase in the absolute

inflation deviation and the interest rate spread are economically important: they range between 2–3 percentage

points. Our within-year, within-member coefficient estimates suggest that ECB Governing Council members

resort to quiet period breaches when the economic situation in their constituencies would favor a monetary

stance that is tighter or looser than for the euro area as a whole. Furthermore, Table 2 shows that statements

at the beginning of the quiet period are more likely to result in breaches than those issued just before the policy

meeting. Based on this finding, we conjecture that part of the breaches may constitute unintentional violations

of quiet period rules. These could have occurred either because members were not aware of the fact that the

quiet period had already started or because pre-blackout statements were only published with a lag. Finally,

pre-meditated, written speeches are also less likely to constitute breaches than more ad-hoc statements (e.g. live

interviews and press conferences). In the online appendix, we show that the coefficient on the inflation deviation

remains a significant predictor if we re-estimate Equation 3 by matching ECB executive board members with

their respective country of origin data instead of (weighted) average data for the euro area as a whole (see Table

A7). Our results are also robust to using conditional logistic regression instead of OLS (see Table A8).

Since we estimate the coefficients in Table 2 using statement-level data, we effectively model the factors

influencing the propensity to breach the quiet period rules conditional on the prior decision of a Council

member to issue a public statement. The results in Table 2 may therefore suffer from selection bias if some ECB

Governing Council members systematically speak more often than others and their decisions to issue statements

are correlated with unobserved factors in Equation 3. To gauge the extent of potential selection dynamics into

speaking, we compare our conditional statement-level results to coefficients obtained from member-level fixed

effects regressions. Our member-level regressions are unconditional in the sense that they cover all members

of the ECB Governing Council for each quiet period, including those who do not issue a public statement.

The panel data structure also entails two additional advantages. First, the member-level data enable us to

test whether committee members consider the three different categories of statements (i.e. breaches, statements

declining to comment and statements on unrelated topics) as substitutes or complements during the quiet

period. Second, member-level data provide an opportunity to go beyond binary measures of breaching behavior

by analyzing the intensive margin of non-compliant statements.
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Table A9 contains the summary statistics for our member-level analysis, including the regressions discussed in

the next subsection. On average, members only issued 0.04 breaches across all member-quiet period observation

pairs. The maximum number of violations attributed to one committee member during a single quiet period

amounts to three. We adjust Equation 3 in the following way to move our analysis to the member-level: in

Equation 4 below, NBm,t stands for the number of breaches committed by member m in quiet period t, QPt

is a quiet period fixed effect, and vector Qm,t now covers the number of m’s statements declining to comment

and the number of m’s statements on unrelated topics. Member-level fixed effects Mm and national deviations

in macroeconomic conditions Em,t remain as defined above.

(4)NBm,t = Mm +QPt + Γ′Em,t +∆′Qm,t + um,t

The member-level regression results in Table 3 confirm our findings at the statement-level. Compared to

the coefficient estimates in Table 2, the member-level results suggest a relatively more important role for the

long-term interest rate spread. An additional insight from Table 3 is that statements declining to comment on

sensitive topics and non-compliant statements appear to represent substitutes during the quiet period. This

finding suggests that members aware of the quiet period, as indicated by their refusal to comment on policy-

relevant questions, are also less likely to breach the ECB’s blackout rules. In the online appendix, we show once

more that our member-level results continue to hold if we match ECB executive board members with data for

their countries of origin (see Table A10).

(Table 3 here)

4.2 Rotational voting and the quiet period

In this subsection, we exploit a natural experiment to shed light on the question whether strategic commu-

nication during the quiet period functions as a substitute for or as a complement to the formal right to vote

at monetary policy meetings. Since 1 January 2015, the Eurosystem takes monetary policy decisions using a

rotational voting scheme. The scheme splits Governing Council members into three separate groups. First,

ECB Executive Board members are not subject to the rotational system as they always bear the right to vote.

Hence, we exclude ECB executive board members from our analysis in this subsection. Second, national central

bank governors representing France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain make up one rotational voting

group (voting group 1). Governing Council members from this group have the right to vote for four months in

a row before pausing for one month. Voting rights are distributed among this group such that four of the five

member states vote during each ECB Governing Council meeting. The third category of members is composed

of all other national central bank governors (voting group 2). Members of this group vote for eleven months in

a row before pausing for three consecutive months.17

17Since the rotation is organized according to months rather than Governing Council meetings, the Eurosystem’s rotational voting
scheme does not guarantee that members get to vote an equal number of times per year (even within the same voting group).
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We draw on the set-up of the Eurosystem’s rotational voting scheme to investigate whether members without

a voting right at a given policy meeting breach quiet period rules more often or generally communicate more

than voting members – a question also raised, but not yet answered by Bennani and Neuenkirch (2017).18 To

identify the causal effect of the rotational voting scheme on individual members’ incentives to communicate

during the quiet period, we exploit the fact that the rotational schedule first set out in 2014 pre-determined

which national central bank governors are allowed to vote in monetary policy meetings ever since. To understand

this point, consider the example of the President of the Deutsche Bundesbank, a member of the voting group

containing the largest euro area economies. In the first rotational schedule ever published, the Bundesbank

President received the right to vote during the first four months of 2015. Given the fixed sequence of four voting

months followed by a pause of one month, the initial voting schedule pre-determined the voting cycle for the

Bundesbank President ever since.

Since the voting schedule is perfectly pre-determined, the variation in voting rights over time is plausibly

orthogonal to economic developments and monetary policy debates since 2015. The exogeneity of voting is

crucial for our econometric strategy because individual members’ incentives to breach the quiet period are

likely correlated with the intensity of monetary policy debates and the contemporary state of the euro area

economy.19 We draw on Equation 5 to estimate the effect of rotational voting on quiet period discipline:

(5)NBm,t = βTm,t + κ(Tm,t × V Gm) +Mm +QPt + Γ′Em,t +∆′Qm,t + um,t

Tm,t represents our treatment of interest, a binary variable flagging all members who do not bear the right

to vote at the policy meeting directly following quiet period t. We also interact treatment with members’ voting

group to allow for flexible treatment coefficients for the two groups of countries. V Gm is a dummy for member

states in voting group 2 (i.e. all countries except France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain). All other

vectors and covariates are defined as in Equation 4 above. To be sure, some country-specific characteristics

may remain systematically correlated with voting rights, not least because Governing Council members from

particularly large member states only pause once every five months. The division of Governing Council members

into different voting groups is based on the relative economic and financial weight of their economies in the euro

area. Our member fixed effects Mm address this concern.

(Table 4 here)

We report our estimation results in Table 4.20 The dependent variable in columns 1–3 is the number of

breaches by member m in quiet period t. Columns 4–6 display additional coefficient estimates for the total

18We account for the fact that the start of the quiet period and the meeting might fall into different months. We always match
members with the voting rights they bear in the month of the meeting.

19In contexts where members’ voting rights are permanent but abstention is possible, e.g. in national parliaments or the European
Parliament, representatives are more prone to use their right to vote whenever subject matters are particularly controversial or
important for their individual agenda (Hix et al., 2007).

20Our sample size is reduced relative to the correlational regressions in the previous subsection. On the one hand, we can only
include statements made after 1 January 2015 when the rotational voting scheme was first introduced. On the other hand, ECB
Executive Board members are dropped from the estimation sample as they always bear the right to vote.
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amount of quiet period communication (i.e. the sum of compliant and non-compliant statements by member m

in quiet period t) on the left-hand side of Equation 5. For breaches, the results convey a clear message. We find

no evidence indicating that non-voting members of the ECB Governing Council are more likely to enter into

conflict with quiet periods rules. This conclusion also holds when we interact our treatment variable with the

voting group dummy. One plausible explanation for this result is that non-voting members also participate in

Governing Council meetings where they can make themselves be heard during the discussion. Our findings are

thus consistent with the conventional interpretation of the ECB Governing Council as a collegial, consensus-

seeking decision-making body. Turning to total communication efforts, we find some evidence that non-voting

status causes the intensive margin (i.e. the number of times members communicate in the quiet period) to fall

relative to members bearing voting rights (see column 4 in Table 4). ECB Governing Council members appear

to engage less with the media and the public debate when they do not actively take part in the voting process.

This suggests that overall communication during the quiet period and voting rights may be complements rather

than substitutes.21 We note, however, that while the size of this treatment effect remains fairly constant once

we include our interaction term with voting group 2, it is much less precisely estimated.

A worry related to our finding in column 4 of Table 4 is that our identification strategy may not suffice to

adequately distinguish between the supply and demand for public statements by Governing Council members

during the quiet period. It may well be that members who currently hold voting rights are in higher demand for

interviews and speeches than their non-voting peers. In this case, we might misinterpret a negative treatment

coefficient as evidence showing that non-voting members have fewer incentives to talk during the quiet period.

To rule out the possibility of a spurious correlation, we directly test whether the demand for non-voting members’

media appearances is lower than for their voting peers. For this purpose, we encode all entries of national central

bank governors’ individual calendars since January 2019, when these entries were first published in a systematic

manner on national central banks’ websites. The official calendars contain information on all internal and

external meetings (including meetings with media and press conferences) in which a given Governing Council

member participated. Table A11 in the online appendix summarizes the corresponding estimation results. In

columns 1 and 2, we regress the number of member m’s relevant calendar items in a given quiet period (i.e.

speeches, active panel participation, press conferences and other media meetings) on the right-hand side of

Equation 5. Columns 3–4 repeat this exercise for member m’s total number of calendar entries (all relevant

items plus internal meetings and passive conference attendances). We find no evidence that non-voting members

receive less media attention.

21A less benign interpretation may be that lower counts simply mean non-voting members engage less frequently with the public
and tend to free-ride on their voting peers.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we use confidential data to provide an empirical primer on the ECB’s monetary policy quiet

period between 2008 and 2021. Breaches of blackout rules happen regularly and their frequency varies across

time and across ECB Governing Council members. Drawing on high-frequency financial market data, we show

that quiet period breaches trigger market reactions that are up to twice as large as the median market reaction

to speeches in inter-meeting periods. Moreover, controlling for member and time fixed effects, we find that

breaches respond to the absolute inflation deviation in policy-makers’ constituencies from the ECB’s target and

to interest rate spreads inside the euro area. Finally, we also exploit plausibly exogenous variation in the ECB’s

rotational voting schedule to show that non-voting members do not engage in strategic communication during

the quiet period to lock in their voting peers.

Our study sheds new light on the time trends, the cross-sectional heterogeneity, the impact and the drivers of

monetary policy-makers’ attributable communication efforts during the ECB’s quiet period. Yet, more recently,

mounting dissent within the ECB Governing Council during the second half of the 2010s (Claeys and Linta,

2019; Tillmann and Walter, 2019; Tillmann, 2021) also appears to have given rise to an increased frequency of

non-attributable monetary policy leaks (also called “sources stories”). In spring 2022, ECB President Lagarde

even called on other Governing Council members to hold back individual views until several days after the ECB

press conference and to not leak details of the internal discussion to the press.22 To establish a complete picture

of the causes and consequences of sensitive communication in the run-up to monetary policy meetings, future

research on sources stories would be important to complement our insights in this paper and to analyze possible

interactions with decision-makers’ attributable statements.

22See Koranyi and Canepa (2022). Lagarde tells ECB policymakers to hold back criticism, leaks. Reuters News Europe, 22 April
2022.
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Tables in main paper

Table 1: High-frequency market reactions to quiet period breaches and Placebo events

This table summarizes linear regression estimates of the marginal impact of quiet period breaches on the size of overnight index

swap (OIS) rate movements over a given event window. The dependent variable in all regressions is the absolute change in an

OIS rate, |∆yi;t−60,t+30| (in basis points), over a 90 minute event window that starts 60 minutes before a given article’s time

stamp and ends 30 minutes after its release. Changes in interest rates are calculated as the change between the median quote

during the first 10 minutes and the median quote during the last 10 minutes of the event window. For each regression, changes

in interest rates around actual events are combined with market reactions around 5,000 randomly sampled Placebo non-events.

In columns 1–5, δbreach represents the estimated increase in the absolute magnitude of market rate changes around actual quiet

period breaches relative to Placebo events. In columns 6–10, δlarge/ECB and δsmall separate the effects of breaches by Governing

Council members in rotational voting group 1 (relatively larger countries) and ECB executive board members from the impact of

breaches by governors from relatively smaller member countries (rotational voting group 2).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

OIS 1M OIS 3M OIS 6M OIS 1Y OIS 2Y OIS 1M OIS 3M OIS 6M OIS 1Y OIS 2Y

δbreach 0.1981** 0.1660* 0.1007 0.1419* 0.1797
(0.0989) (0.0969) (0.0627) (0.0825) (0.1143)

δlarge/ECB 0.3401** 0.3338** 0.2049** 0.1862 0.2028
(0.1606) (0.1610) (0.0995) (0.1201) (0.1516)

δsmall 0.0112 -0.0507 -0.0354 0.0828 0.1489
(0.0669) (0.0500) (0.0513) (0.1049) (0.1733)

Constant 0.2729*** 0.2899*** 0.3000*** 0.3745*** 0.5076*** 0.2729*** 0.2899*** 0.3000*** 0.3745*** 0.5076***
(0.0071) (0.0073) (0.0065) (0.0080) (0.0098) (0.0071) (0.0073) (0.0065) (0.0080) (0.0098)

Observations 5,044 5,055 5,060 5,063 5,063 5,044 5,055 5,060 5,063 5,063
Breaches 44 55 60 63 63 44 55 60 63 63
R-squared 0.0013 0.0011 0.0006 0.0008 0.0008 0.0022 0.0026 0.0014 0.0009 0.0008

Heteroskedasticity-robust Huber-White standard errors in parentheses. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
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Table 2: Drivers of quiet period breaches (statement-level regressions)

This table summarizes the estimation results for statement-level linear regression models predicting the probability that a given

public statement breaches euro area quiet period rules. The sample covers the period between October 2008 and December

2021. All macroeconomic variables are standardized. Hence, their marginal effect represents the outcome’s response to a standard

deviation increase in the covariate. The variables capturing inflation, unemployment and volatility deviations represent deviations

of the issuing member’s constituency from euro area targets or longer-run, moving averages. For ECB executive board members,

the deviations are based on differences between contemporary euro area-wide data and euro area targets or longer-run, moving

averages.

Outcome: breach (binary) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Inflation deviation 0.0262* 0.0252* 0.0266* 0.0281*
(0.0150) (0.0151) (0.0152) (0.0150)

Long-term interest rate spread 0.0287*** 0.0251** 0.0233* 0.0200
(0.0106) (0.0124) (0.0127) (0.0127)

Unemployment deviation 0.0202 0.0040 0.0033 0.0029
(0.0167) (0.0192) (0.0194) (0.0191)

Volatility deviation 0.0118 0.0046 0.0006 0.0031
(0.0185) (0.0179) (0.0180) (0.0180)

Breaches during previous quiet period –0.0121 –0.0109
(0.0078) (0.0078)

Statements declining to comment –0.0050 –0.0058
(0.0115) (0.0114)

Statements on unrelated topics –0.0038 –0.0042
(0.0028) (0.0028)

Projection release 0.0089 0.0111
(0.0235) (0.0234)

Domestic audience –0.0406
(0.0252)

Prepared speech –0.0407*
(0.0232)

Days to meeting 0.0093*
(0.0050)

Observations 991 991 991 991 991 991 991
R-squared 0.2168 0.2160 0.2148 0.2143 0.2188 0.2233 0.2302
Member FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Heteroskedasticity-robust Huber-White standard errors in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 3: Drivers of quiet period breaches (member-level regressions)

This table summarizes the estimation results for member-level panel fixed effects regressions. The dependent variable is the number

of quiet period breaches committed by each ECB Governing Council member in every quiet period between October 2008 and

December 2021. All macroeconomic variables are standardized. Hence, their marginal effect represents the outcome’s response to

a standard deviation increase in the covariate. The variables capturing inflation, unemployment and volatility deviations represent

deviations of the issuing member’s constituency from euro area targets or longer-run, moving averages. For ECB executive board

members, the deviations are based on differences between contemporary euro area-wide data and euro area targets or longer-run,

moving averages.

Outcome: breaches (count) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Inflation deviation 0.0094* 0.0095* 0.0098*
(0.0052) (0.0052) (0.0052)

Long-term interest rate spread 0.0149*** 0.0139** 0.0140**
(0.0055) (0.0063) (0.0062)

Unemployment deviation 0.0106 0.0012 0.0017
(0.0075) (0.0069) (0.0070)

Volatility deviation 0.0061 0.0041 0.0037
(0.0059) (0.0051) (0.0051)

Statements declining to comment –0.0536**
(0.0226)

Statements on unrelated topics 0.0144
(0.0110)

Observations 3,102 3,102 3,102 3,102 3,102 3,102
Number of GovC members 68 68 68 68 68 68
R-squared 0.0904 0.0910 0.0902 0.0900 0.0920 0.0942
Member FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quiet period FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Clustered standard errors (at member-level) in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 4: The impact of rotational voting on quiet period communication

This table summarizes the estimation results for member-level panel fixed effects regressions. The dependent variable in columns

1–3 is the number of quiet period breaches committed by each ECB Governing Council member in every quiet period between

January 2015 and December 2021. In columns 4–6, the outcome variable represents the total number of communication efforts

(compliant and non-compliant statements) by the member during quiet periods. The sample only covers the period starting after

1 January 2015, when the ECB’s rotational voting scheme was first introduced. Moreover, the estimation sample does not include

ECB executive board members because they always bear the right to vote. All macroeconomic variables are standardized. Hence,

their marginal effect represents the outcome’s response to a standard deviation increase in the covariate. The variables capturing

inflation, unemployment and volatility deviations represent deviations of the issuing member’s constituency from euro area targets

or longer-run, moving averages. NCB voting group 1 (ES, FR, GER, IT, NL) represents the base category for the treatment

interaction in columns 2, 3, 5 and 6.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Breaches Breaches Breaches All statements All statements All statements

Treatment (no voting right) –0.0161 –0.0287 –0.0261 –0.0499** –0.0543 –0.0539
(0.0184) (0.0521) (0.0548) (0.0223) (0.0372) (0.0372)

Treatment × NCB voting group 2 0.0169 0.0124 0.0059 0.0033
(0.0541) (0.0581) (0.0459) (0.0462)

Inflation deviation 0.0116 0.0099
(0.0081) (0.0163)

Long-term interest rate spread 0.0157 0.0484
(0.0226) (0.0539)

Unemployment deviation –0.0057 –0.0225
(0.0250) (0.0545)

Volatility deviation 0.0112 –0.0033
(0.0137) (0.0188)

Statements declining to comment 0.0804
(0.1333)

Statements on unrelated topics 0.0277
(0.0379)

Observations 1,065 1,065 1,065 1,065 1,065 1,065
Number of GovC members 38 38 38 38 38 38
R-squared 0.0869 0.0871 0.0921 0.1115 0.1115 0.1125
Member FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quiet period FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Clustered standard errors (at member-level) in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figures in main paper

Figure 1: Time trends in quiet period communication

This figure shows the evolution of overall quiet period communication (panel A) and quiet period breaches (panel B) by ECB
Governing Council members between October 2008 and December 2021. Bars in blue count incidences for each individual quiet
period. The pink lines represent a polynomial smooth of the raw time series including a 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 2: Cross-sectional variation in quiet period discipline

This figure shows the degree of heterogeneity in the incidence of total quiet period communication efforts and quiet period breaches
across individual ECB Governing Council members. For each member, we compute the average number of communication events
across all meetings in which the member participated. We summarise the resulting member-specific averages in histograms.
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A Additional tables

Table A1: Summary statistics for market reactions

This table shows summary statistics for changes in high-frequency OIS rates around quiet period breaches and Placebo events.
More precisely, for each maturity, the variable reflects the absolute change in an OIS rate, |∆yi;t−60,t+30| (in basis points), over a
90 minute event window that starts 60 minutes before a given article’s time stamp and ends 30 minutes after its release. Changes
in interest rates are calculated as the change between the median quote during the first 10 minutes and the median quote during
the last 10 minutes of the event window. These high-frequency changes are used to analyze the financial market impact of quiet
period breaches.

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max P50

OIS 1M (breach) 44 0.4710 0.6619 0.0000 3.4000 0.1875
OIS 3M (breach) 55 0.4559 0.7232 0.0000 3.8750 0.1500
OIS 6M (breach) 60 0.4008 0.4868 0.0000 2.3500 0.2150
OIS 1Y (breach) 63 0.5164 0.6567 0.0000 3.3500 0.2000
OIS 2Y (breach) 63 0.6873 0.9113 0.0000 4.4500 0.4000

OIS 1M (large/ECB) 25 0.6130 0.8184 0.0000 3.4000 0.2000
OIS 3M (large/ECB) 31 0.6237 0.9098 0.0000 3.8750 0.2500
OIS 6M (large/ECB) 34 0.5049 0.5872 0.0000 2.3500 0.3225
OIS 1Y (large/ECB) 36 0.5608 0.7289 0.0000 3.3500 0.2275
OIS 2Y (large/ECB) 36 0.7104 0.9203 0.0000 4.4500 0.3800

OIS 1M (small) 19 0.2841 0.2978 0.0000 0.9000 0.1500
OIS 3M (small) 24 0.2392 0.2476 0.0000 0.7750 0.1250
OIS 6M (small) 26 0.2646 0.2647 0.0000 1.0500 0.2000
OIS 1Y (small) 27 0.4573 0.5538 0.0000 2.4000 0.1500
OIS 2Y (small) 27 0.6565 0.9158 0.0150 3.8500 0.4000

OIS 1M (Placebo) 5,000 0.2740 0.5089 0.0000 8.1000 0.1000
OIS 3M (Placebo) 5,000 0.2910 0.5219 0.0000 7.3500 0.1000
OIS 6M (Placebo) 5,000 0.3004 0.4616 0.0000 7.1000 0.1500
OIS 1Y (Placebo) 5,000 0.3784 0.5707 0.0000 9.1000 0.2000
OIS 2Y (Placebo) 5,000 0.5102 0.7113 0.0000 10.1500 0.2700
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Table A2: Comparison of absolute OIS rate changes

This table compares the mean and median size of high-frequency OIS rate changes around quiet period breaches issued by members
of the large country and the ECB executive board group to two additional benchmarks. First, we consider average market reactions
to the release of the ECB’s actual policy decisions, taken from the Euro Area Monetary Policy Event-Study Database (EA-MPD)
maintained by Altavilla et al. (2019) (see Panel A). Second, Istrefi et al. (2022) (IOS) report median market reactions to a
comprehensive set of speeches by various groups of ECB policy-makers over the last two decades (see Panel B).

Panel A. Mean changes

OIS 1M OIS 3M OIS 6M OIS 1Y OIS 2Y

Large/ex board 0.61 0.62 0.50 0.56 0.71

ECB press release (EA-MPD) 1.15 0.86 0.80 0.79 0.84

Panel B. Median changes

OIS 1M OIS 3M OIS 6M OIS 1Y OIS 2Y

Large/ex board 0.20 0.25 0.32 0.23 0.38

ECB press release 0.30 0.24 0.30 0.35 0.41

President (IOS) 0.15 0.20 - 0.40 0.55
Ex board (IOS) 0.10 0.15 - 0.36 0.50
NCB (IOS) 0.10 0.15 - 0.30 0.48

Table A3: Summary statistics for meeting-level regressions

This table shows summary statistics for meeting-level regressions. For this purpose, we collapse the statement-level data set
obtained from the ECB DG Communications’ summary reports at the meeting-level. We also draw on the dissent series from
Tillmann (2021) and expand this series until the end of 2021. The variable capturing dissent only features 125 observations in our
sample because the ECB press conferences do not always provide information on the prevalence of dissent regarding a given policy
decision.

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max P50

Policy change 131 0.3588 0.4815 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Definition: binary variable indicating whether quiet period preceded monetary policy change

Dissent 125 0.2800 0.4508 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Definition: binary variable indicating whether quiet period preceded non-unanimous policy decision

Breaches 131 1.0229 1.5663 0.0000 8.0000 0.0000
Definition: total number of non-compliant statements during quiet period

Breaches during previous quiet period 131 1.0382 1.5660 0.0000 8.0000 0.0000
Definition: total number of non-compliant statements during previous quiet period

Statements declining to comment 131 0.5649 0.8691 0.0000 4.0000 0.0000
Definition: total number of statements declining to comment on sensitive issues during quiet period

Statements on unrelated topics 131 5.9771 4.6467 0.0000 20.0000 5.0000
Definition: total number of statements on non-sensitive issues during quiet period
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Table A4: Meeting-level regressions

This table summarizes the estimation results for several linear probability models at the meeting-level. The dependent variables

are as follows: binary variable indicating quiet periods followed by a Governing Council meeting with policy changes, covering

both easings and tightenings (column 1); binary variable indicating quiet periods followed by a Governing Council meeting with a

non-consensual decision (columns 2 and 3).

(1) (2) (3)
Policy change Dissent Dissent

Breaches –0.0146 0.0157 0.0222
(0.0295) (0.0276) (0.0280)

Breaches during previous quiet period 0.0017 –0.0007 0.0005
(0.0316) (0.0257) (0.0223)

Statements declining to comment 0.1113* 0.1345** 0.0936*
(0.0613) (0.0564) (0.0545)

Statements on unrelated topics –0.0191* –0.0100 –0.0042
(0.0101) (0.0113) (0.0109)

Policy change 0.3115***
(0.0893)

Constant 0.7751** 0.2121 –0.0392
(0.3730) (0.3675) (0.3370)

Observations 131 125 125
R-squared 0.1647 0.1418 0.2357
Year FE Yes Yes Yes

Heteroskedasticity-robust Huber-White standard errors in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table A5: Meeting-level regressions (Probit models)

This table summarizes the results for several Probit models estimated at the meeting-level. The dependent variables are as follows:

binary variable indicating quiet periods followed by a Governing Council meeting with policy changes, covering both easings and

tightenings (column 1); binary variable indicating quiet periods followed by a Governing Council meeting with a decision to ease

monetary policy (column 2); binary variable indicating quiet periods followed by a Governing Council meeting with a non-consensual

decision (columns 3 and 4). All coefficients are displayed as odds ratios. Coefficient values greater than 1 mean that a unit increase

in the independent variable increases the odds of the outcome occurring (and vice versa for values smaller than 1).

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Policy change Policy change (easings) Dissent Dissent

Breaches 0.9499 0.9634 1.0528 1.0741
(0.0836) (0.0873) (0.0956) (0.1082)

Breaches during previous quiet period 1.0137 0.9851 1.0023 0.9983
(0.0863) (0.0848) (0.0872) (0.0964)

Statements declining to comment 1.4150** 1.4285** 1.5163** 1.3665*
(0.2374) (0.2417) (0.2662) (0.2480)

Statements on unrelated topics 0.9332** 0.9201** 0.9704 0.9951
(0.0323) (0.0341) (0.0347) (0.0378)

Policy change 2.9650***
(0.8804)

Constant 2.3777 2.8151 0.4260 0.1672
(2.3297) (2.8113) (0.4349) (0.1833)

Observations 131 120 117 117
Log-likelihood –73.7503 –67.6799 –64.1952 –57.4948
AUC-statistic 0.7568 0.7403 0.7082 0.7923
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Heteroskedasticity-robust Huber-White standard errors in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table A6: Summary statistics for statement-level regressions

This table provides summary statistics for all statement-level regressions in this study. It reflects the statement-level data set
obtained from the ECB DG Communications’ summary reports. The table also shows summary statistics for the three control
vectors featured in the statement-level regressions. For each of the macroeconomic variables, we list two different versions. The
first specification (constituency) matches statements by ECB executive board members with data for the euro area as a whole.
The second specification (country of origin) matches statements by ECB executive board members with data for their respective
countries of origin.

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max P50

Breach 991 0.1352 0.3421 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Definition: binary variable indicating non-compliant statements during quiet period

Constituency’s inflation deviation 991 1.0521 0.7852 0.0000 4.4300 0.9000
Definition: issuer constituency’s absolute inflation deviation from EA target (in pp.)

Constituency’s long-term interest rate spread 991 1.6048 1.8163 –0.1700 19.4200 1.1400
Definition: issuer constituency’s long-term interest rate spread relative to Germany (in pp.)

Constituency’s unemployment deviation 991 2.7181 2.5493 0.0041 18.3464 2.1303
Definition: issuer constituency’s absolute unemployment deviation from EA NAIRU (in pp.)

Constituency’s volatility deviation 991 0.0139 0.0858 –0.5124 0.8109 0.0020
Definition: issuer constituency’s volatility deviation from 12-month EA moving average (in pp.)

Country of origin’s inflation deviation 991 1.0563 0.7923 0.0000 4.4300 0.9000
Definition: issuer country of origin’s absolute inflation deviation from EA target (in pp.)

Country of origin’s long-term interest rate spread 991 1.3947 2.0394 –0.1700 19.4200 0.6100
Definition: issuer country of origin’s long-term interest rate spread relative to Germany (in pp.)

Country of origin’s unemployment deviation 991 3.0491 2.8333 0.0111 18.3464 2.6496
Definition: issuer country of origin’s absolute unemployment deviation from EA NAIRU (in pp.)

Country of origin’s volatility deviation 991 0.0168 0.0887 –0.5124 0.8109 0.0024
Definition: issuer country of origin’s volatility deviation from 12-month EA moving average (in pp.)

Breaches during previous quiet period 991 1.1261 1.6670 0.0000 8.0000 0.0000
Definition: total number of non-compliant statements during previous quiet period

Statements declining to comment 991 0.8507 1.0080 0.0000 4.0000 0.0000
Definition: total number of statements declining to comment on sensitive issues during quiet period

Statements on unrelated topics 991 9.1181 5.1033 0.0000 20.0000 8.0000
Definition: total number of statements on non-sensitive issues during quiet period

Projection release 991 0.3411 0.4743 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Definition: binary variable indicating BMPE/MPE projection release at GovC meeting

Domestic audience 991 0.2553 0.4362 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Definition: binary variable indicating statements targeted at domestic/national audience

Prepared speech 991 0.5610 0.4965 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Definition: binary variable indicating statements representing prepared/written speeches

Days to meeting 991 4.6882 2.0569 1.0000 7.0000 5.0000
Definition: total number of remaining days until GovC meeting
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Table A7: Drivers of quiet period breaches (statement-level regressions, country of origin for ECB executive board)

This table summarizes the estimation results for statement-level linear regression models predicting the probability that a given

public statement breaches euro area quiet period rules. The sample covers the period between October 2008 and December 2021. All

macroeconomic variables are standardized. Hence, their marginal effect represents the outcome’s response to a standard deviation

increase in the covariate. The variables capturing inflation, unemployment and volatility deviations represent deviations of the

issuing member’s constituency from euro area targets or longer-run, moving averages. For ECB executive board members, the

deviations are based on differences between data from their respective country of origin and euro area targets or longer-run, moving

averages.

Outcome: breach (binary) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Inflation deviation 0.0279* 0.0272* 0.0280* 0.0290*
(0.0147) (0.0149) (0.0150) (0.0149)

Long-term interest rate spread 0.0182 0.0185 0.0177 0.0137
(0.0131) (0.0144) (0.0146) (0.0145)

Unemployment deviation 0.0032 –0.0109 –0.0109 –0.0112
(0.0191) (0.0209) (0.0211) (0.0206)

Volatility deviation 0.0162 0.0120 0.0071 0.0102
(0.0169) (0.0165) (0.0166) (0.0165)

Breaches during previous quiet period –0.0121 –0.0108
(0.0078) (0.0078)

Statements declining to comment –0.0038 –0.0046
(0.0116) (0.0115)

Statements on unrelated topics –0.0037 –0.0041
(0.0028) (0.0028)

Projection release 0.0094 0.0116
(0.0233) (0.0233)

Domestic audience –0.0404
(0.0251)

Prepared speech –0.0427*
(0.0233)

Days to meeting 0.0093*
(0.0050)

Observations 991 991 991 991 991 991 991
R-squared 0.2172 0.2148 0.2140 0.2148 0.2185 0.2228 0.2299
Member FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Heteroskedasticity-robust Huber-White standard errors in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table A8: Drivers of quiet period breaches (statement-level, conditional logistic regressions)

This table summarizes the estimation results for statement-level conditional logistic regression models predicting the probability

that a given public statement breaches euro area quiet period rules. The sample covers the period between October 2008 and

December 2021. All macroeconomic variables are standardized. Hence, their marginal effect represents the outcome’s response to

a standard deviation increase in the covariate. The variables capturing inflation, unemployment and volatility deviations represent

deviations of the issuing member’s constituency from euro area targets or longer-run, moving averages. For ECB executive board

members, the deviations are based on differences between contemporary euro area-wide data and euro area targets or longer-run,

moving averages. All coefficients are displayed as odds ratios. Coefficient values greater than 1 mean that a unit increase in the

independent variable increases the odds of the outcome occurring (and vice versa for values smaller than 1). Sample size is reduced

relative to the statement-level regressions in the main paper because some Governing Council members exhibit no variation in

breaching behavior over time (they either always breach or never breach when issuing a statement).

Outcome: breach (binary) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Inflation deviation 1.3206** 1.3185* 1.3626** 1.3782**
(0.1808) (0.1873) (0.2038) (0.2119)

Long-term interest rate spread 0.9203 0.9989 0.9523 0.9152
(0.3315) (0.3267) (0.3211) (0.3320)

Unemployment deviation 1.0759 1.0601 1.1130 1.1126
(0.3092) (0.3001) (0.3361) (0.3262)

Volatility deviation 0.9931 0.9898 0.9526 0.9932
(0.1750) (0.1785) (0.1824) (0.2258)

Breaches during previous quiet period 0.8946 0.8962
(0.0647) (0.0672)

Statements declining to comment 0.9518 0.9377
(0.1513) (0.1559)

Statements on unrelated topics 0.9566 0.9524
(0.0344) (0.0330)

Projection release 1.1430 1.1888
(0.2320) (0.2374)

Domestic audience 0.7066
(0.2425)

Prepared speech 0.6229**
(0.1363)

Days to meeting 1.0952*
(0.0528)

Observations 782 782 782 782 782 782 782
Log-likelihood –232.9849 –234.5597 –234.5572 –234.5882 –232.9663 –230.2400 –226.5378
Member FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Heteroskedasticity-robust Huber-White standard errors in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table A9: Summary statistics for member-level regressions

This table provides summary statistics for all member-level regressions in this study. We collapse the statement-level data set
obtained from the ECB DG Communications’ summary reports at the member-level. The estimation sample constitutes an
unbalanced panel data set. The table also features summary statistics for the three control vectors featured in the member-level
regressions. For each of the macroeconomic variables, we list two different versions. The first specification (constituency) matches
ECB executive board members with data for the euro area as a whole. The second specification (country of origin) matches ECB
executive board members with data for their respective countries of origin. The variables capturing national central bank governors’
calendar items only become systematically available in January 2019. The treatment dummy only applies to national central bank
governors (ECB executive board members always bear the right to vote). It is available for the period after 1 January 2015 when
the rotational voting scheme was first introduced.

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max P50

Breaches 3,102 0.0432 0.2287 0.0000 3.0000 0.0000
Definition: member’s total number of non-compliant statements during quiet period

All statements 3,102 0.3195 0.6589 0.0000 6.0000 0.0000
Definition: total number of statements during quiet period

Relevant meetings 442 0.6380 0.9308 0.0000 5.0000 0.0000
Definition: total number of relevant calendar items (media, press conferences etc.)

Total meetings 442 2.7059 2.5819 0.0000 22.0000 2.0000
Definition: total number of calendar items (including internal meetings)

Constituency’s inflation deviation 3,102 1.2124 0.9341 0.0000 11.1900 1.0400
Definition: constituency’s absolute inflation deviation from EA target (in pp.)

Constituency’s long-term interest rate spread 3,102 1.5506 2.1782 –0.2800 27.3900 0.9129
Definition: constituency’s long-term interest rate spread relative to Germany (in pp.)

Constituency’s unemployment deviation 3,102 2.9363 3.1356 0.0041 18.4810 2.0831
Definition: constituency’s absolute unemployment deviation from EA NAIRU (in pp.)

Constituency’s volatility deviation 3,102 0.0020 0.0806 –0.5124 0.8109 –0.0016
Definition: constituency’s volatility deviation from 12-month EA moving average (in pp.)

Country of origin’s inflation deviation 3,102 1.2307 0.9459 0.0000 11.1900 1.0600
Definition: country of origin’s absolute inflation deviation from EA target (in pp.)

Country of origin’s long-term interest rate spread 3,102 1.4478 2.3032 –0.2800 27.3900 0.6600
Definition: country of origin’s long-term interest rate spread relative to Germany (in pp.)

Country of origin’s unemployment deviation 3,102 3.375 3.2747 0.0042 18.481 2.6883
Definition: country of origin’s absolute unemployment deviation from EA NAIRU (in pp.)

Country of origin’s volatility deviation 3,102 0.0058 0.0841 –0.5124 0.8109 0.0011
Definition: country of origin’s volatility deviation from 12-month EA moving average (in pp.)

Statements declining to comment 3,102 0.0239 0.1648 0.0000 2.0000 0.0000
Definition: member’s total number of statements declining to comment on sensitive issues during quiet period

Statements on unrelated topics 3,102 0.2524 0.5562 0.0000 5.0000 0.0000
Definition: member’s total number of statements on non-sensitive issues during quiet period

Treatment (no voting right) 1,065 0.2103 0.4077 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
Definition: binary variable indicating members without voting right
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Table A10: Drivers of quiet period breaches (member-level regressions, country of origin data for ECB Executive Board)

This table summarizes the estimation results for member-level panel fixed effects regressions. The dependent variable is the number

of quiet period breaches committed by each ECB Governing Council member in every quiet period between October 2008 and

December 2021. All macroeconomic variables are standardized. Hence, their marginal effect represents the outcome’s response to

a standard deviation increase in the covariate. The variables capturing inflation, unemployment and volatility deviations represent

deviations of the issuing member’s constituency from euro area targets or longer-run, moving averages. For ECB executive board

members, the deviations are based on differences between data from their respective country of origin and euro area targets or

longer-run, moving averages.

Outcome: breaches (count) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Inflation deviation 0.0088* 0.0087* 0.0092*
(0.0051) (0.0050) (0.0050)

Long-term interest rate spread 0.0127** 0.0117* 0.0119*
(0.0060) (0.0062) (0.0062)

Unemployment deviation 0.0086 0.0002 0.0004
(0.0082) (0.0071) (0.0072)

Volatility deviation 0.0067 0.0051 0.0048
(0.0059) (0.0053) (0.0053)

Statements declining to comment (count) –0.0540**
(0.0224)

Statements on unrelated topics (count) 0.0143
(0.0110)

Observations 3,102 3,102 3,102 3,102 3,102 3,102
Number of GovC members 68 68 68 68 68 68
R-squared 0.0903 0.0906 0.0900 0.0901 0.0916 0.0939
Member FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quiet period FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Clustered standard errors (at member-level) in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table A11: Media demand and voting rights (member-level regressions)

This table summarizes the estimation results for member-level panel fixed effects regressions. In columns 1 and 2, the dependent

variable is the number of relevant calendar items (i.e. speeches, active panel participation, press conferences and other media

meeting) during each quiet period as listed in the public calendars of national central bank governors between January 2019 and

December 2021. In columns 3 and 4, the dependent variable is the number of total calendar items (i.e. all relevant items plus internal

meetings and passive conference participations) during each quiet period as listed in the public calendars of national central bank

governors between January 2019 and December 2021. NCB voting group 1 (ES, FR, GER, IT, NL) represents the base category

for the treatment interaction.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Relevant meetings Relevant meetings Total meetings Total meetings

Treatment (no voting right) 0.3381 0.3316 0.3949 0.3884
(0.2767) (0.2726) (0.4839) (0.4926)

Treatment × NCB voting group 2 –0.2740 –0.2443 –0.2008 –0.1976
(0.2915) (0.2868) (0.5387) (0.5504)

Inflation deviation –0.0531 –0.0972
(0.0472) (0.0981)

Long-term interest rate spread 0.6130* 0.2236
(0.3599) (0.9569)

Unemployment deviation –0.0179 0.9285*
(0.1680) (0.4534)

Volatility deviation –0.0366 0.0442
(0.0644) (0.1333)

Statements declining to comment 1.0573 0.6184
(0.8959) (1.0808)

Statements on unrelated topics 0.4930*** 0.9220***
(0.1436) (0.2763)

Observations 441 441 441 441
Number of GovC members 29 29 29 29
R-squared 0.1132 0.1651 0.2214 0.2473
Member FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Quiet period FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Clustered standard errors (at member-level) in parentheses. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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